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Dateline Mexico

by Josefina Menendez

Glass houses
When the elderly "Czar of Acapulco"

The figures running the international campaign to "expose
Mexican corruption" have more to hide than those they accuse.

died last year, the headlines ran "Ali
Baba is Gone . . . but What About the
40 Thieves?" That was a reference to
the crowd now clinging to the younger
Aleman. Junior runs the Mexican TV
empire called Televisa, and last year
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ence with the foreign press Feb. 7. He

stroyed 350,000 jobs in the United

stated that the law in Mexico "will not

Grayson, professor of government at
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be subject to international or internal
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ican economy, would concern the U.S.

pressures."

three is George
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media. Not so: The name of the game
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about Mexican corruption have be

is "corruption," and the media's fixa
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tion on the issue is a cover-up for the
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"anti-corruption" cabal doesn't care at
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kicked off a new phase of the cam

all about corruption-they care about

zine article advocating the complete

paign in a Feb. 6 article entitled "Mex
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icans Begin to Question Motives of

"too many people."

ico-U.S. border as a way to force
Mexico to give up industry, nuclear

President's Anti-Graft Drive." Politi

Our first case in point is Lorenzo

cal scientist Lorenzo Meyer is quot

Meyer, cited so prominently in the

energy, and any other means to sup

ed,"The President [Miguel de la Ma

Christian Science Monitor article.

port a growing population.

drid] will not satisfy the public de

Meyer is a veteran of U.S. media ex

Case number four is Benjamin

mand that [former President] Lopez

poses of the terrible corruption in
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necticut called Probe International.

Portillo be brought to justice," and

Mexico. Wall Street Journal features
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1984 used Meyer to demand the "de
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It is the motives of the accusers

struction" of a pet target, oilworkers'

mained too corrupt to justify foreign

chief Joaquin Hernandez Galicia.

investment. There have been "too

which deserve questioning. For start

Meyer is one of the leading lights

many Shahs and too many Lopez Por

ers: the Lopez Portillo issue. A large

of the Colegio de Mexico, whose long

tillos" in recent years, he lamented.

measure of the "anti-corruption" pub

time director is Victor Urquidi, the
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And case number five is Education
Minister Jesus Reyes Heroles, cited

pro-IMF forces are not at all certain

Case number two is Contenido

by the "anti-corruptors" as a model

they can keep de la Madrid behind

magazine, a monthly hailed in the for
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them as the situation deteriorates; they
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are targeting the power of the presi
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Miguel Aleman, Jr., corrupt son of the

behind the scenes, many centered in a
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Miguel Aleman, the most corrupt

Club of Rome nest in the Planning and

direct, answer to these efforts to fab-
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Budget Ministry.
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